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ABSTRACT Platooning is highly tractable for enabling fuel savings for autonomous and semi-autonomous
cars and trucks. Safety concerns are one of the main impediments that need to be overcome before vehicle
platoons can be deployed on ordinary roads despite their readily available technical feasibility. Simulation
studies remain vital for evaluating platoon safety applications primarily due to the high cost of field tests.
To this end, we present PlatoonSAFE, an open-source simulation tool that promotes the simulation studies
of fault tolerance in platooning by enabling the monitoring of transient communication outages during
runtime and assigning an appropriate performance level as a function of the instantaneous communication
quality. In addition, PlatoonSAFE facilitates the simulation of several emergency braking strategies to
evaluate their efficacy in transitioning a platoon to a fail-safe state. Furthermore, two Machine Learning
(ML) models are integrated into PlatoonSAFE that can be employed as an onboard prediction tool in the
platooning vehicles to facilitate online training of ML models and real-time prediction of communication,
network, and traffic parameters. In this paper, we present the PlatoonSAFE structure, its features and
implementation details, configuration parameters, and evaluation metrics required to evaluate the fault
tolerance of platoon safety applications.

INDEX TERMS CACC, cooperative driving, connected vehicles, discrete event simulations, fail-
operational, fail-safe, fault tolerance, machine learning, platoon, PLEXE, SUMO, Veins, V2V.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONNECTED and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) allow
for coordination and connectivity between vehicles

through Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and with infrastructure
through Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications and
employ advanced sensing technology to enhance safety, fuel
efficiency, traffic flow, and other aspects of transportation.
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) is a technol-
ogy used in CAVs that improves upon traditional sensor-
based Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) by incorporating V2V
communications to regulate vehicle speed and facilitate
longitudinal control. Platooning is another CAV technology
that enables vehicles to form a flexible and reconfigurable
road train for lateral and longitudinal control [1]. In contrast
to standalone CACC technology, platooning vehicles require

high coordination. Following Vehicles (FVs) in a platoon
use V2V communications and onboard sensors to track
the position, speed, acceleration, and steering angle of the
Leading Vehicle (LV), maintaining short inter-vehicle gaps.
The combination of CACC and platooning technologies in
CAVs hold great potential for promoting a safer, cleaner, and
more sustainable transportation system on the roads.

However, wireless communications, a key enabling tech-
nology in platooning applications, is often prone to transient
communication outages, which pose significant challenges
in ensuring proper vehicle control and safety. Consequently,
even if encountering transient communication outages, a
platoon is required to remain fail-operational, i.e., certain
critical functionalities should be retained while maintaining
a nominal safety level instead of simply dissolving a platoon
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which is an option, e.g., if the vehicles are manually driven.
In addition, the communication delays between vehicles in a
platoon can be very high when in dense traffic scenarios [2],
[3]. A platoon may also be required to perform emergency
braking due to encountering a road hazard. In the event of a
hazard, a platoon must be able to transition to a fail-safe
state so that people, environment, and equipment remain
unharmed. The fail-operational and fail-safe states in the
presence of a combination of faults can be regarded as fault
tolerance in platooning [4]. In order to evaluate platoon fault
tolerance, the time-varying nature of wireless connectivity
must be considered, which is caused by factors such as path
loss, multipath fading, shadowing, signal attenuation, un-
bounded channel access delays in the IEEE 802.11p Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocol [5], and more. Therefore,
the assumptions such as constant communication delay [6],
communication is either present or absent between two
links [7], etc., cannot accurately model the realistic nature
of wireless connectivity. Moreover, different vehicles in a
platoon may experience different communication outages,
and the experienced communication delays during cruising
might also be retained during emergency braking. Therefore,
platoon cruising and emergency braking are tightly coupled
by the impacts of time-varying communication delays, and
such inter-dependency should be considered for designing
platoon fault tolerance. To this end, this paper presents a
simulation tool facilitating realistic modeling of transient
communication outages. Other factors, including vehicle
dynamics, road conditions, neighboring traffic, inter-vehicle
gaps, speed, deceleration rate, controller, and more, are
also crucial for evaluating platoon safety alongside wireless
connectivity.

Analyzing platoon safety using mathematical modeling or
theoretical analysis often requires simplifying the wireless
communication model as either a successful or failed connec-
tion, see, e.g., [7] and [8]. Further, Weber et al. report in their
survey on Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs) simulators
[9] that almost none of the well-known and open source
VANETs simulators implement or facilitate the evaluation of
fault tolerance mechanisms, with one exception, the technical
report in [10]. This is a report by us in which we conceptu-
alized the implementation and simulation of fault tolerance
regimes. The report is now extended, and the part covering
the fine-grained characterization of transient communication
outages facilitating graceful performance degradation and
upgradation to enable fault tolerance in platooning is pre-
sented in [2]. In addition, the part of the report covering the
simulator is described in this paper. Moreover, Almeida et al.
report that simulation studies of fault tolerance techniques
in VANETs should consider a more integrated approach
covering the overall network architecture and its impact on
the system performance, which is nonexistent in the literature
[11]. In addition, the prediction of different communication,
network, and traffic parameters in VANETs through Machine
Learning (ML) models can potentially provide the required

Quality of Service (QoS) and reliability necessary for platoon
safety applications. Several recent works propose implement-
ing ML models in the base station of a centralized network,
e.g., [12] and [13], or collecting data through simulations
and training ML models offline for making predictions, e.g.,
[14]. However, in a decentralized network of vehicles, i.e.,
VANET, the network and mobility of the vehicles frequently
change. This demands online and real-time predictions of
communication, network status, and mobility parameters.
To the best of our knowledge, no VANETs or platooning
simulator is available in the community that enables eval-
uating fault tolerance regimes in the presence of transient
communication outages. Moreover, the existing simulation
platforms do not facilitate integrating ML models in the
platooning vehicles as an onboard prediction tool or allow
online ML model training using communications, network,
or traffic parameter values to enable real-time predictions of,
e.g., communication delays.

Moreover, Lai et al. [15] and Hu et al. [16] categorize
the scientists who developed simulation platforms over the
years for evaluation and validation of CACC vehicle strings
into two groups: automotive engineers and transportation
engineers. The Automotive Engineer Developed Platforms
(AEDPs) mainly focus on vehicle dynamics and often sim-
plify the possibility of large-scale and mixed traffic sce-
narios, e.g., [17], whereas the Traffic Engineer Developed
Platforms (TEDPs) focus on realistic road traffic simula-
tions and make simplified assumptions on vehicle dynam-
ics, e.g., [18]. In addition, the AEDPs and TEDPs often
make simplified assumptions about communication delays
incurred by platooning or CACC vehicles, i.e., time-varying
communication delays or transient communication outages
are not considered, e.g., [6]. To this end, we would like to
add another group of platforms to the set, namely Com-
munication Engineer Developed Platforms (CEDPs), which
mainly focus on the communication aspects of platooning or
CACC vehicle strings for evaluation and validation purposes.
One example of such CEDPs is Veins [19], a simulation
platform for evaluating VANETs applications. In order to
evaluate the performance of CACC vehicle strings, vehicle
platoons, or in general, CAVs, an integrated approach to
developing simulation platforms should be taken, consider-
ing realistic models of road traffic, vehicle dynamics, and
wireless communication. The PlatoonSAFE simulation tool
presented in this paper aims at providing the last piece of
the puzzle towards an integrated simulator by combining
AEDPs, TEDPs, and CEDPs.

In search of an existing open-source simulator that can
potentially bridge between AEDPs, TEDPs, and CEDPs, we
found the platooning simulator PLEXE [20] as a viable can-
didate, which allows realistic simulation of vehicle dynam-
ics, road traffic, platoon control algorithms, and full-fledged
network stack that is inherited from Veins. In this paper, we
present the PlatoonSAFE1 tool, which is an extension of the

1https://github.com/shahriarHasan09/PlatoonSAFE
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PLEXE simulator to enable the evaluation of fault tolerance
regimes and real-time prediction of communication delays.
More specifically, we describe the implementation and use-
fulness of the module Runtime Manager (RTM) included
in PlatoonSAFE that enables monitoring transient commu-
nication outages during platooning runtime and switching
between different platoon controllers and/or adjustments of
inter-vehicle gaps according to some predefined safety rules.
The RTM module of PlatoonSAFE models the transient
communication outages into finer granularities instead of
the traditional way of considering a communication link
as either present or absent [7] or assuming a constant
communication delay, e.g., [6]. The rationale behind such
modeling of wireless connectivity is that it allows us to
attribute a platoon performance as a function of the level
of communication outage to keep a platoon fail-operational
during cruising. Researchers of other domains, e.g., control
theory or traffic engineering, can use the RTM module
to evaluate platoon safety by considering a more realistic
behavior of wireless communications. In contrast to tempo-
rary outages or faults, a platoon should perform safe stops
to transition to a fail-safe state in case of, e.g., hardware
failures, permanent failures, or hazardous road conditions.
To this end, PlatoonSAFE includes the implementation of
event-driven messages, e.g., Decentralized Environmental
Notification Messages (DENMs) [21], with the help of
which emergency braking can be simulated. PlatoonSAFE
already includes several emergency braking strategies in the
emergency braking module to facilitate the evaluation of
transitioning a platoon to a fail-safe state. Moreover, in order
to put intelligence onboard the platooning vehicles instead of
at the network edge or cloud only, we detail the integration
and usage of ML models that enable online training and
real-time prediction of communication delays incurred by
the platooning vehicles. In addition, necessary guidelines are
provided so that the ML module can also be used as an online
prediction tool to predict different communication, network,
and traffic parameters in real-time to facilitate different
application-specific QoSs. Rigorous simulation studies have
been conducted to demonstrate the impacts of transient
communication outages on platoon safety and validate the
modules of PlatoonSAFE. The simulation results reveal the
necessity of fine-grained modeling of transient communica-
tion outages in designing platoon functions and evaluating
platoon safety.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section
II first describes the characteristics of some mobility and
network simulators that are the necessary basic building
blocks of any platooning simulator. Then the platooning sim-
ulators currently available to the community are described
in Section III. Next, Section IV presents the structure of the
PlatoonSAFE tool, its features, and implementation details.
In Section V, we present the scenarios that can be simulated
using PlatoonSAFE and its configuration parameters and
evaluation metrics. In addition, section VI presents the simu-

lation results of some use cases as proof of concept. Finally,
Section VII describes potential extensions of PlatoonSAFE,
and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. Components of a Platooning Simulator
Jia et al. [22] characterize a platoon as a Vehicular Cyber-
Physical System (VCPS) in which vehicle mobility and
dynamics represent the physical plane, and the vehicular
network represents the cyber plane. The physical and cyber
planes are tightly coupled, and one plane can significantly
impact the performance of another. For instance, temporary
communication outages can cause platoon instability, lead to
tracking errors with the LV, or even inter-vehicle collisions.
Therefore, a good platooning simulator must consider this in-
terdependency and facilitate bi-directional coupling between
network and traffic mobility simulators.

A. Traffic Mobility Simulators
A traffic mobility simulator enables the realistic simulation
of vehicle movements and their behaviors in the presence
of traffic. Traffic mobility simulators for VANETs can fa-
cilitate microscopic and/or macroscopic-level simulations.
Microscopic-level mobility simulations allow defining indi-
vidual vehicles’ movements so that a user can define, e.g.,
vehicle types, dynamics, speed, acceleration, car following
models, routes, lanes, vehicle positions in the lane, and
more. Examples of macro-mobility are importing external
maps into simulations, characterizing road topology, defining
speed limits, number of lanes, rules at intersections, etc., [9].

SUMO [23] is an open-source and highly portable traffic
mobility simulator enabling microscopic-level simulations.
It facilitates realistic and large-scale simulations with an
unlimited network size and an unlimited number of vehicles.
Furthermore, SUMO can be bidirectionally coupled with
network simulators to control the mobility of vehicles based
on inputs from network simulators. VanetMobiSim [24] also
supports the vehicles’ macroscopic and microscopic mobility
to simulate realistic vehicle movements. It allows for defin-
ing topological maps, obstacles, vehicle characteristics at the
microscopic and macroscopic levels, path motion, intersec-
tion rules, etc. PTV VISSIM [25] is a commercial micro-
scopic traffic simulation software facilitating rich Graphical
User Interface (GUI) support with 3D visualization. PTV
VISSIM can be linked with external programs through, e.g.,
Dynamic Link Libraries (DLL). The main advantage of
SUMO over PTV VISSIM is that SUMO is open-source
and well-maintained. Furthermore, SUMO provides rich GUI
support and allows defining the types of vehicles, e.g.,
cars or trucks, vehicle colors, lengths, dimensions, etc.,
and considers that different types of vehicles have different
speeds and acceleration capabilities. These microscopic-level
characteristics are crucial to simulate a platooning scenario
with heterogeneous vehicles.
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OMNeT++ node
SUMO Vehicle

(2) executes
commands
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commands

(3) sends
trace data

FIGURE 1: Illustration of bidirectional coupling between
OMNeT++ and SUMO in Veins simulator.

B. Network Simulators
A network can be modeled by slicing the continuous time
and assigning the discrete sequence of network events to
the time slices such that two consecutive events can capture
the change of network states; such modeling of a system
is known as discrete-event simulation. Discrete event sim-
ulators such as NS-22, and NS-33, and OMNeT++ [26]
have been extensively used for simulating different types of
communication networks in the recent past. NS-2 is open
source, and it is particularly popular for simulating, e.g.,
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and routing protocols
over wired and wireless networks. NS-2 is developed using
C++ language, but TCL language is used for network con-
figuration. NS-3 also uses C++ and facilitates the reusing
of in-built modules due to its modular architecture. Many
NS-3 modules, such as different types of routing protocols,
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) protocol, Long-Term
Evolution (LTE), Wi-Fi, etc., are available to the community.
OMNeT++ is an open-source, C++-based, highly modular
discrete event simulator. In OMNeT++, simple modules
representing, e.g., Network Interface Card (NIC), mobility,
protocols, etc., are implemented using C++ classes. The
simple modules can be grouped together to form a com-
pound module, e.g., a network node such as a car or User
Equipment (UE). The modules in OMNeT++ communicate
through messages. In OMNeT++, network description files
(.NED) are used to compose compound modules by combin-
ing simple modules to set up a network, and initialization
files (.ini) are used for parameter definitions. OMNeT++
provides strong GUI support, and OMNeT++-based simu-
lation frameworks are easy to extend due to their modularity
characteristics. According to Zarrad and Alsmadi [27], OM-
NeT++ is excellent in terms of Integrability, Reusability, and
Flexibility and has lower complexity than NS-2 and NS-3.

C. Bidirectional Coupling
For realistic simulations of vehicular networks, bidirectional
coupling between traffic mobility and network simulators
is required. Take the VANETs simulator Veins [19] that
bidirectionally couples OMNeT++ and SUMO, which is
illustrated by Figure 1. In Veins, a node in OMNeT++
has a corresponding vehicle in SUMO. OMNeT++ sends
a series of commands at a particular timestamp to SUMO,

2https://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/
3https://www.nsnam.org/

and SUMO executes these commands and sends back the
vehicle’s position so that OMNeT++ can update the position
of the corresponding node. This way, OMNeT++ advances
the simulation of SUMO at discrete time events through tight
coupling. Such bidirectional coupling between OMNeT++
and SUMO in Veins is provided by TraCI [28], a TCP-based
open-source client/server interface. Several other VANETs
simulators available to the research community also integrate
network and traffic simulators through TraCI. For instance,
TraNS [29] uses TraCI to couple NS-2 and SUMO to
facilitate large-scale VANETs simulations. iTETRIS [30] is
another VANETs simulator that couples NS-3 and SUMO.
Moreover, iTETRIS uses a custom-made parser named
iTETRIS Control System to handle the bidirectional cou-
pling.

III. Related Works
A plethora of simulation platforms and models have been
proposed over the years for the safety evaluation of CACC
strings and vehicle platoons. In general, the proposed sim-
ulation platforms in the literature can be categorized into
open-source and closed-source platforms. The advantages of
open-source simulation platforms are that researchers from
different domains can contribute together to build a platform
encompassing a wide range of features, and the research
results are verifiable. To this end, we list some notable
features below that a platooning simulator should have to
facilitate the evaluation of platoon safety:
• It should be open-source so that the results are repro-

ducible and the community can use it or extend it further.
• It should have a full-fledged network stack with, e.g.,

physical layer channel models, MAC protocols, and the
implementation of different kinds of platoon control mes-
sages, e.g., Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAMs)
[31], DENMs, etc.

• A generic model for relaying platoon control messages.
• Large-scale simulations under mixed traffic scenarios and

the neighboring traffic should be V2V enabled as well.
• Rules for the interaction between CAVs and Human-driven

Vehicles (HVs) to enable, e.g., vehicle join, cut-in/ cut-out,
and leave maneuvers. Moreover, rules for platoon forming,
merge, and split maneuvers should also be present. In
addition, such maneuvers should be verifiable under time-
varying communication delays.

• Human-machine interaction to simulate, e.g., driver inter-
vention.

• Simulation of urban and highway scenarios.
• Realistic road traffic and road condition simulations.
• Implementation of different types of vehicles, e.g., cars,

trucks, lorries, trailers, etc., with realistic vehicle dynamics
and engine models.

• Implementation of platoon control algorithms.
• Fault tolerance features to evaluate the behaviors of vehi-

cles in the events of transient errors, permanent failures,
or hazards.
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• Integrated ML models for predicting communication, net-
work, and traffic parameters and enabling a high level of
autonomy.

• Teleoperated driving.
• Large-scale and parallel simulation runs and efficient re-

sults collection and evaluation methods.

In the rest of this section, we analyze the recent simulation
platforms in terms of the features mentioned above.

Van Arem et al. developed MIXIC [32], a microscopic
traffic simulation model, which can generate road traffic
and simulate lane-changing maneuvers and a car following
model. Moreover, the authors implement an Autonomous
Intelligent Cruise Control (AICC) model that can interact
with the onboard driver to perform braking. Lei et al.
[33] developed a simulation framework in which CACC is
implemented in SIMULINK, SUMO is used as a traffic
simulator, and OMNeT++ is used for network simulation.
The authors study the effects of packet losses on a CACC
system. Gechter et al. present the VIVUS simulator in [34]
that can create a virtual prototype of a vehicle considering its
physical properties, sensors required for control algorithms,
and 3D rendering. Guériau et al. extended VIVUS to develop
the VIPS simulator [35]. In addition to the VIVUS features,
VIPS implements the insertion of various noise levels in
sensors to study the effects of sensor errors in platooning.
However, neither VIVUS nor VIPS contains the implementa-
tion of a network stack. Zhao et al. [36] propose a simulation
framework to evaluate ACC and CACC algorithms using
the VISSIM traffic simulator. The authors also implement
platoon forming, joining, and splitting maneuvers. However,
the simulators developed in [33] and [36] are not publicly
available to the community.

Choudhury et al. present a platooning simulator in [37]
that uses NS-3, MATLAB, and VISSIM for simulating com-
munication networks, control algorithms, and road traffic,
respectively. The authors implemented the CACC controller
proposed by Rajamani [38] and studied the LV tracking
ability of the FVs in a platoon. However, this simulator
is not available to the community. Segata et al. developed
the platooning simulator PLEXE [20] as an extension of
the VANETs simulator Veins. As discussed earlier, Veins
provides bidirectional coupling between OMNeT++ and
SUMO. In addition, Veins implements the IEEE 802.11p
protocol stack [5] and provides several Physical (PHY)
layer channel models. As an extension of Veins, PLEXE
incorporates platooning maneuvers, e.g., platoon forming
and joining to Veins. Moreover, PLEXE implements several
controllers, realistic vehicle dynamics, and engine models in
the SUMO part. Mena-Oreja and Gozalvez [39] extend the
PLEXE simulator to implement platooning maneuvers such
as merge, split, and leave. The authors use Python scripts
to intercept vehicle parameters from the TraCI interface
and facilitate safe platooning maneuvers. Amoozadeh et
al. developed the VENTOS simulator [40] that facilitates
realistic platooning simulation using the Veins and SUMO

simulators. In VENTOS, roadside units, obstacles, and vehi-
cles can be inserted, and the vehicles’ speed can vary during
the runtime. VENTOS also provides hardware-in-the-loop
features to emulate scenarios with real hardware. Malik et
al. developed the ComFASE tool [41] as an extension of
PLEXE, which facilitates the evaluation of the effects of
V2V communication delay attacks and denial-of-service at-
tacks on vehicle platooning. In addition, De Vita et al. set up
a simulation environment [42] by integrating the OMNet++-
based simulator SimuLTE [43] and ML framework Keras
to test LTE/5G scenarios. Nonetheless, the ML model is
executed by an external python module, and the information
exchange is made using text files. In [44], Segata et al.
propose that a vehicle should use multiple communication
interfaces, i.e., IEEE 802.11p, Visible Light Communication
(VLC) and LTE, and failure of a communication interface
lead to switching between different control algorithms. The
authors provide guidelines on how to link PLEXE with ex-
ternal libraries such as Veins, Veins VLC [45] and SimuLTE.

Hu et al. propose a simulation platform to evaluate CACC
in urban scenarios [16]. The platform provides models for
simulating different CAV maneuvers and the interaction of
the CAVs with HVs under different traffic scenarios in an
urban environment. Moreover, the authors propose metrics
for quantifying, e.g., traffic capacity, delays, and safety,
and validate the simulation platform through comparison
with field test results. In [15], Lai et al. propose a generic
simulation platform to facilitate the simulation of large-
scale road traffic, enable the simulation of multiple CACC
controllers, and integrate vehicle dynamics into simulations.
Moreover, the authors propose a generic decision-maker to
enable cooperative lane-changing maneuvers in CAVs. The
simulator is developed using the Application Programming
Interface (API) of the commercial traffic simulator VISSIM.
In [46], Liu et al. also address the interaction of CACC
and HVs and devise rules for automated lane changing and
speed control in, e.g., highway entry-exit ramps. Cui et al.
propose a simulation platform in [6] to simulate vehicle
dynamics, CACC controllers, effects of communication and
sensor failures, crash severity, and cyber-attack. However,
this simulation platform assumes a constant communication
delay for modeling communication behavior, and also it
is not an open-source platform. Xiao et al. propose an
ACC-CACC car-following model in [47] and simulate a
driver intervention model, i.e., a human driver takes over
the CACC longitudinal control. The simulations are carried
out using the MATLAB simulator. The simulation platforms
mentioned above investigate platooning maneuvers in mixed
traffic scenarios, with simplified assumptions made about
the communication channel. For instance, ideal communi-
cation within a specific range (e.g., 200 or 300 meters)
or constant communication delay (e.g., 50 ms) is often
assumed. However, these works do not consider the transient
nature of wireless connectivity due to path loss, multipath
fading, shadowing, attenuation, etc., and unbounded channel
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access delays that can be caused by neighboring traffic,
especially in a dense traffic scenario that is common in an
urban environment. PlatoonSAFE enables realistic modeling
of transient communication outages that can be used to
evaluate, e.g., the platooning maneuvers or rules proposed in
the simulation platforms mentioned above and fault tolerance
mechanisms. Moreover, PlatoonSAFE is open-source and
does not use commercial simulation software, fostering its
accessibility and customization potential.

To the best of our knowledge, an open-source platooning
simulation framework that facilitates the evaluation of fault
tolerance regimes, i.e., fail-operational and fail-safe states
in the presence of transient communication outages, and
integrates ML models as intrinsic features to predict com-
munication parameters during runtime is nonexistent in the
community; this paper aims to close this gap.

IV. Structure, Features, and Implementation Details of
PlatoonSAFE
A schematic diagram of the PlatoonSAFE tool is presented
in Figure 2. The blocks highlighted in green represent the
PlatoonSAFE features, and the rest of the features illustrated
in Figure 2 are inherited by PlatoonSAFE from Veins and
PLEXE simulators. PlatoonSAFE inherits the implementa-
tion of the IEEE 802.11p protocol stack and several realistic
PHY layer channel models from Veins. These features of
Veins are implemented in the OMNeT++ part as shown
in Figure 2. In addition, Veins facilitates microscopic-level
simulations of large-scale and mixed traffic scenarios through
SUMO. Moreover, PlatoonSAFE inherits the implementa-
tion of several state-of-the-art ACC and CACC controllers,

realistic engine models, and vehicle dynamics from the
PLEXE simulator; these features are implemented in the
SUMO part in Figure 2. Furthermore, PLEXE enables the
realistic simulation of mixed traffic scenarios, i.e., platoons
can have communication-enabled neighboring vehicles that
can generate data traffic using periodic messages, causing the
platooning vehicles to experience transient communication
outages. In addition, platoon forming and join maneuvers and
beaconing protocols are implemented in PLEXE. However,
what can be simulated with PlatoonSAFE is not limited to
the features illustrated in Figure 2 as it builds upon open-
source and widely used simulators such as Veins, PLEXE,
and SUMO, i.e., other researchers can further extend it.
In summary, PlatoonSAFE facilitates the evaluation of its
features under realistic considerations of automotive, trans-
portation, and communication features.

PlatoonSAFE mainly comprises three separate modules:
the Runtime Manager (RTM) module, the emergency braking
module, and the ML module, as shown in Figure 2. The
RTM module is responsible for fine-grained modeling of
transient communication outages and attributing a platoon
performance level according to some predefined safety rules.
The emergency braking module implements several braking
strategies, and the ML models Long Short-term Memory
(LSTM) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and Accurate On-
line Support Vector Regression (AOSVR) are implemented
in the ML module. The RTM module, emergency braking
module, and the AOSVR model are implemented in the
OMNeT++ part of PlatoonSAFE; see Figure 2. Additionally,
the LSTM RNN model is trained online in an external python
module with the communication delay values, which are
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FIGURE 3: Sensing and communication topologies of dif-
ferent controllers.

communicated to and from the OMNeT++ part through a
UDP socket.

PLEXE gains access to RTM through the
onPlatoonBeacon method of the RTM module.
This method is invoked every time a vehicle receives a
periodic beacon, e.g., CAM, from the preceding vehicle or
the LV. The braking strategies are implemented using event-
driven messages, such as DENMs, which are disseminated
when an imaginary road hazard is encountered. The order
and rate at which the vehicles perform braking depend on
the selected braking strategy. Additionally, the DENMs can
be relayed through the middle vehicle in the platoon. The
RTM module and the braking strategies can be activated
together or separately. If focusing only on the braking
strategies, the RTM module can be disabled, and vice
versa. The ML models can be activated to predict the
communication delays experienced by the last vehicle
in the platoon during runtime. The predicted delays can
be used to perform, e.g., delay-aware emergency braking
maneuvers [48]. Finally, PlatoonSAFE facilitates the
automation of simulations, results collection, and analysis
through several python scripts. These scripts can also
run large-scale and parallel simulations by automatically
configuring simulation parameters.

In the documentation, we detail the version control in-
formation, downloading and installation guide, line-by-line
explanation of the input parameters, detailed explanation of
the implementations, and the guidelines for using the Pla-
toonSAFE features. However, to explain the PlatoonSAFE
features and simulation scenarios in this paper, we refer to
some files in the source code; we refer the readers to the
documentation where direct links to the source code of these
files are provided.

A. Control Algorithms Implemented in PLEXE
PLEXE, the predecessor of PlatoonSAFE, implements sev-
eral controllers in the SUMO part, as illustrated in Figure

2. A controller regulates the speed, acceleration, and inter-
vehicle gaps in a platoon based on the data obtained through
onboard sensors and wireless communications. In this sec-
tion, we do not describe all the controllers implemented
in PLEXE; instead, the controllers used for developing the
RTM module of PlatoonSAFE are described. In ACC [49],
a vehicle uses its onboard sensors, e.g., radar and/or laser, to
detect the speed changes of the vehicle in front and maintain
the desired gap set by the driver. If no vehicle is in front, the
vehicle drives at the desired speed like a traditional Cruise
Control (CC). CACC adds V2V communications to ACC in
order to facilitate short inter-vehicle gaps and string stability.
A platoon is said to be string stable when the disturbances
such as speed and distance errors are attenuated towards
the tail of the platoon [20]. Ploeg et al. propose a CACC
controller [50] in which a platooning vehicle computes its
acceleration based on the distance measured through its
radar sensors and kinematic parameters of the preceding
vehicle obtained through V2V communications. As a vehicle
using PLOEG CACC receives information from its preceding
vehicle only, it is also regarded as Predecessor Following
(PF) strategy as illustrated in Figure 3. ACC and PLOEG
CACC rely on the Constant Time Gap (CTG) policy, i.e.,
the inter-vehicle gaps in a platoon using the ACC or PLOEG
CACC controller vary with the change of speed. On the other
hand, the PATH CACC controller [51] proposed by Rajamani
et al. uses the Constant Distance Gap (CDG) policy in which
the desired gap is always maintained despite speed changes.
Moreover, in the PATH CACC controller, the desired gap to
the preceding vehicle is computed based on periodic beacons
received from the vehicle in front and the LV through V2V
communications. To this end, the communication topology
of PATH CACC is regarded as Predecessor-Leader Following
(PLF) strategy as depicted in Figure 3. Segata shows that a
platoon using ACC requires a 1.2 s time gap (35.35 m at
100 kmh−1) to be string stable [52], whereas the PLOEG
CACC exhibits string stability with 0.5 s time gap (15.89
m at 100 kmh−1) [50]. However, PATH CACC allows inter-
vehicle gaps as short as 5 meters due to the inclusion of
V2V communications with the LV and adopting the CDG
policy [52].

B. Implementation of Runtime Manager (RTM)
Facilitating the Evaluation of Fail-Operational Platooning
during Transient Communication Outages
In this subsection, we first explain the concept of Contracts
that are used for assigning a platoon performance level as
a function of the duration of communication outages in
the RTM module. Then the control flow of RTM and the
implementation details of the contracts are presented.

1) Degradation Cascade Employing Contracts
The idea of keeping a platoon fail-operational during tran-
sient communication outages is that a platooning vehicle
degrades its performance by increasing the gap to its front
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TABLE 1: Example of strong and weak contracts.

A decelerationmax = -8 ms−2 AND decelerationmin = -
1 ms−2 AND PATH CACC, PLOEG CACC, or ACC is
active;

G Platooning vehicles avoid collisions during cruising and
emergency braking AND a hazard is circumvented at a full
stop.

B1 PATH CACC active AND no local control failure AND no
radar/lidar failure AND good communication quality with
the LV;

H1 PATH CACC can be retained with a 5 m gap AND a high
fuel efficiency is attained;

B2 PATH CACC active AND no local control failure AND no
radar/lidar failure AND DENM received from the LV in-
structing to brake at -8 ms−2 within 10 ms of encountering
a hazard;

H2 Emergency braking performed AND the vehicle transitions
to a fail-safe state;

vehicle and/or adopting a less fuel-efficient controller pro-
portionally with the duration of communication outages [53].
When various levels of communication outages dictate the
formation of an ordered set of platooning operation modes,
it is regarded as a degradation cascade [54]. The behavior
of a system, e.g., a platoon, in various degraded operational
modes can be captured by a set of Assumption/Guarantee
contracts [8]. A contract C =< A,G > can be defined as
a pair of properties in which A represents the Assumptions
on the system environment and G represents the Guarantee
that the system promises, given that the assumptions are
fulfilled [55]. Sljivo et al. distinguish between strong contract
C and weak contract Cweak =< B,H >, where B and H
are weak Assumption and weak Guarantee, respectively [56].
Take Table 1 as an example that is adopted from [2] and [8].
The strong Assumption A and Guarantee G in Table 1
represent the overall safety goal of a platoon such that A
must always hold in all conditions and G is always fulfilled.
In contrast, the weak guarantees, e.g., H1 and H2 in Table
1, only require holding when weak assumptions B1 and B2

are satisfied in addition to the strong Assumption A. Unlike
strong assumptions, weak assumptions may not always hold.
For instance, the weak Assumption B2 in Table 1 represents
that a DENM is received from the LV within 10 ms of
encountering a road hazard, which might not be satisfied
due to transient communication outages. In such a case, the
weak Guarantee B2 may not hold, i.e., the vehicle may not
transition to a fail-safe state. Therefore, a weak guarantee
holds only when both the strong and weak assumptions are
fulfilled in the system environment.

Performance degradation as a way of keeping a platoon
acceptably safe during cruising has been studied in the
literature. For instance, Yu et al. [57] propose to degrade
platoon performance to attain string stability in the events
of communication interruption. Ploeg et al. propose to adopt
a ”degraded CACC” mode during time-varying communi-
cation delays [58]. Sljivo et al. propose a set of safety
contracts to keep a platoon acceptably safe in the presence

of failures [8]. Girs et al. propose a contract-based runtime
monitoring system to assure the safety of vehicular systems
in the presence of wireless communication outages [59]. In
previous work by the authors [2], rigorous simulation studies
demonstrate that degrading and upgrading platoon perfor-
mance as a function of the level of communication outages
following safety contracts can keep a platoon acceptably
safe. Although the concept of safety contracts for assuring
degradation cascades in vehicle platooning has been studied
rigorously in the literature, the existing simulation platforms
do not facilitate the simulation of contracts under realistic
vehicle dynamics, road and data traffic, and communication
network scenarios. The RTM module presented in this sec-
tion aims to address this gap.

The fail-operational method implemented in PlatoonSAFE
called the Runtime Manager (RTM) is based on a set of As-
sumption/Guarantee contracts, which define the inter-vehicle
gap and the controller a vehicle has to adopt (Guarantee
H), given its experienced communication quality with the
vehicle in front and the LV (Assumption B). Although
we consider only transient communication outages as a
basis for defining the contracts, PlatoonSAFE can be further
extended to define contracts that include all kinds of failures
(temporary and permanent) in the automotive domain. For
example, the weak guarantees in Table 1 can be adopted
to define what happens if there is a failure in the local
control system or distance sensors. Moreover, the guarantees
may also reflect what measures should be taken in case
of, e.g., slippery road conditions, bad visibility, warning
from tire pressure sensors, cut-in/cut-out scenarios, platoon
join, split, and merge maneuvers, etc. To this end, we first
describe the contracts implemented in the RTM module
that considers different levels of communication outages
to define the Assumption/Guarantee contracts, called the
default contracts. Next, a general framework is described in
which contracts can be defined in a high-level language. As
PlatoonSAFE is developed on top of open-source simulators,
researchers from different domains can adopt the contract list
to study different kinds of failures in the automotive domain.

2) RTM Control Flow
The contracts in the RTM module are implemented in the
OMNeT++ part of Figure 2, and the TraCI interface is used
to send commands to the SUMO vehicles. In the RTM
module, we use the OMNeT++ handleSelfMessage
function in the RuntimeManager.cc file, which is recur-
sively called at an interlude of rmMonitorInterval us-
ing the ScheduleAt function of OMNeT++, see Algorithm
1. RTM performs several tasks by periodically calling the
handleSelfMessage method until the simulation time
limit is reached. First, RTM logs the ego vehicle data, such
as the currently active controller, maximum deceleration rate,
current gap to the vehicle in front, and simulation time. If the
gap to the front vehicle is smaller than a predefined safety
gap, a safety violation report is recorded in an output file.
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TABLE 2: Example default Assumption/Guarantee contracts.
Action Type Assumption Guarantee

Degradation

c2f c2l active controller active controller gapToFront
good good PATH CACC PATH CACC DEFAULT
fair good PATH CACC PATH CACC INCREASE
poor good PATH CACC PLOEG CACC DEFAULT
fair fair PATH CACC PLOEG CACC INCREASE
fair poor PLOEG CACC PLOEG CACC INCREASE
poor poor PLOEG CACC ACC DEFAULT

The main task of RTM, i.e., switching between different
states based on the experienced communication quality, is
carried out by the evaluate method, which is implemented
in the Contracts.cc file. RTM searches for a contract
from the default contract list for the current Assumptions,
i.e., experienced communication quality and active controller
in the ego vehicle. If a contract is found in the contract list,
the corresponding Guarantee is provided.

Algorithm 1 handleSelfMessage ().

INPUT: cMessage *message

1: if message = monitoringMsg then
2: callBackTime = simTime() + rmMonitorInterval;
3: egoLog();
4: safetyViolationCheck();
5: evaluate();
6: scheduleAt(callBackTime, monitoringMsg);
7: end if

3) Implementation of Assumption/Guarantee Contracts
A platooning vehicle using the RTM monitors the connection
to the front (c2f) vehicle and connection to the lead (c2l)
vehicle at an interval of rmMonitorInterval. Instead
of the traditional way of treating communication as either
present or absent, the c2f and c2l are classified into good,
fair, and poor communication qualities that are defined by
the duration of communication outages experienced by a
vehicle with respect to its front and LV. The duration of
the communication outage is calculated as the simulation
time difference between the currently received CAM and
the last CAM received by the ego vehicle. Table 2 depicts a
subset of the Assumption/Guarantee contracts implemented
in RTM as an example. Please refer to the documentation
and source code for the full list of default contracts. From
Table 2, we can see that the ego vehicle’s c2f, c2l, and
currently active controller are the Assumptions in the pla-
tooning environment. There can be four types of Guarantees:
1) transitioning to another controller; 2) increasing the gap
to the vehicle in front; 3) both controller switching and
increasing the gap; 4) retaining the current controller and the
default gap. As an example, we can derive a weak contract
Cweak from Table 2 written in a semi-formal language as:

<B = PATH CACC active AND c2l is good AND c2f is
poor; H = transition to PLOEG CACC>.

As different platooning vehicles are likely to experience
different levels of communication outages, each vehicle uses
the RTM independently. Therefore, vehicles in a platoon may
have heterogeneous controllers based on the c2f and c2l. A
platooning vehicle adopts the PATH CACC when c2f and c2l
are good. The rationale is that a vehicle using PATH CACC
requires feedback information both from the LV and the
preceding vehicle to maintain short gaps and, consequently,
high fuel efficiency. However, if c2f becomes fair, a vehicle
retains PATH CACC but increases the gap to the vehicle in
front. Poor communication quality is considered a temporary
communication outage; therefore, a vehicle adopts PLOEG
CACC due to poor c2l, as PLOEG CACC does not require
feedback information from the LV. If c2f becomes fair,
PLOEG CACC is still retained but with an increased gap.
The adoption of PLOEG CACC is considered a performance
degradation in terms of fuel efficiency because a longer gap
than PATH CACC is required here. Finally, poor c2f leads
to adopting the ACC controller, which does not rely on
V2V communications. Notice that Table 2 forms a series
of degradation cascades, and the contracts can represent
different levels of the cascades. Moreover, a vehicle first
increases the gap to the vehicle in front due to fair quality
instead of directly switching to another controller to facilitate
graceful performance degradation. Like degradation, perfor-
mance upgradation is performed by returning to a more
fuel-efficient controller, e.g., PATH CACC, and adopting
the default gap when communication quality improves. The
upgradation cascades are also defined by Assumption/Guar-
antee contracts; please refer to the source code for the full
list.

The SUMO part of PlatoonSAFE provides strong GUI
support to facilitate the visualization of the platooning states
adopted by the vehicles; see Figure 4. Several colors repre-
sent the states of the platooning vehicles on the rightmost
lane. For instance, purple, red, and green represent ACC,
PATH CACC, and PLOEG CACC controllers, respectively.
Furthermore, yellow and white colors represent PATH CACC
and PLOEG CACC with increased gaps.

4) User-defined Contracts
The RTM module in PlatoonSAFE is developed consider-
ing the necessity of evaluating platoon safety for different
kinds of transient/permanent failures, e.g., communications,
sensors, and actuator failures. To that end, PlatoonSAFE
users can define contracts in the contracts.txt file of
the RTM module using a high-level language and following
certain input formats. A parser converts the inputs to an
object of C++ Contract class type in the RTM module.
The default safety contracts are implemented using the map
container of the C++ Standard Template Library (STL).
Moreover, C++ polymorphism has been extensively used in
developing RTM to induce further extension. Please refer
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FIGURE 4: A screenshot of SUMO GUI demonstrating a platoon on the rightmost lane and the neighboring vehicles on
the left lanes.

to the documentation for further details on formatting user-
defined contracts.

C. Implementation of ML Models for Predicting
Communication Delays
The ML module in PlatoonSAFE aims at facilitating on-
line and real-time prediction of communication, network,
and traffic parameters. The use of ML for making such
predictions has received significant research attention in the
recent past. Several works suggest collecting data through
simulations and training the ML models offline to make
predictions, e.g., [14], [60]. However, as the network and
communication quality between CAVs change frequently,
online predictions are of the essence here. Jornod et al.
introduce a multi-layer perceptron regressor model that can
forecast Packet Inter-Reception time (PIR) in vehicular net-
works [3]. The authors not only assess the accuracy of the
model but also investigate its capability for online training
and runtime prediction of PIR. Moreover, Torres-Figueroa
et al. report that the prediction of end-to-end delays in
a cellular network without the information from the base
station leads to low prediction accuracy, which is inadequate
for making safety-critical decisions [12]. Therefore, it is
worth investigating the possibility of online training and
predicting communication and network parameters in self-
organized networks, e.g., VANETs. Despite this, the simu-
lation platforms available in the literature do not avail the
feature of online training of ML models. To this end, this
section describes the integration of LSTM RNN and AOSVR
models that constitute the ML module and the prediction of
communication delays as an example. Note that the use of
the ML module of PlatoonSAFE is not limited to merely
predicting communication delays; instead, the models can
be used for predicting, e.g., data and packet error rates [13],
platooning maneuvers such as cut-in [61], wireless channel
idle activities [62], traffic patterns [63], drag force [64],
network traffic classification and network flow prediction
[65], and more. In the PlatoonSAFE documentation, we
provide the details of the integration and implementation
procedure that can be followed to use the models for different
purposes other than predicting communication delays.

In the example use case of PlatoonSAFE, the ML models
are used for predicting the communication delays experi-
enced by the last vehicle in a platoon with respect to its
LV because the last vehicle usually experiences the highest

delay due to path loss and fading effects. Every time the
last vehicle receives a CAM from the LV, it computes the
delay by taking the difference between the current simulation
time and the time in which the last CAM was received. This
delay value is then broadcasted through a DelayMessage.
When the LV receives the DelayMessage, it uses either
Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) Recurrent Neural Net-
work (RNN) or Accurate Online Support Vector Regression
(AOSVR) to predict the maximum delay in the platoon.
The predicted delay is then encapsulated in the upcoming
periodic beacon, i.e., CAM, so that all vehicles know the
expected maximum delay in the next beacon interval.

Both AOSVR and LSTM RNN models must be trained
online, i.e., during platooning runtime, as the communication
delays are time-varying due to packet losses, channel access
delays, packet collisions, etc. The AOSVR model facilitates
the training of new samples (delay values) added to a
dataset without having to restart or reprogram the training
process of the entire dataset like conventional SVR. The
AOSVR that was studied and implemented by Parrella in
[66] first evaluates the relevance of all the samples for
every new sample added to the training dataset, gives more
importance to the recent ones, and forgets the samples that
are deemed not to add any new information, and finally, the
AOSVR is retrained for the new sample. The C++ version
of the AOSVR4 implemented by Parrella is integrated as
an ML module directly into PlatoonSAFE. Three estimation
parameters ϵ, CSV R, and SizeLimit are required to be
optimized for prediction with AOSVR. ϵ defines an error
margin in which predictions are not penalized, CSV R is
a regularisation parameter that determines the amount of
misclassification that shall be avoided, and SizeLimit is the
number of valuable samples that are taken into consideration
for making a new prediction.

In addition to AOSVR, we have decided to use LSTM
RNN [67] for online prediction of communication delays
because it is widely used for time series predictions [68].
LSTM uses long-term dependencies of data sequence for
training and predicting sequential data. Although there are
some specific implementations for LSTM or complete li-
braries in C++, such as Tensorflow Lite for Microcontrollers,
they do not offer versatility while designing networks or
training them during the simulation runtime. To this end, we

4https://github.com/fp2556/onlinesvr
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have implemented an LSTM network in an external python
module using Keras5 on top of Tensorflow6, which is an
Application Programming Interface (API) that simplifies the
design and training process for different types of NNs. In
order to integrate it into PlatoonSAFE, we have established
a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) socket from the simulator
to the external python module to exchange information.
Whenever the ML module in PlatoonSAFE receives a new
delay value, it sends it to the python module through
the UDP socket. The LSTM RNN then predicts the next
communication delay, which is communicated back to the
ML module in PlatoonSAFE, and finally, the weights of
the RNN are updated with the new sample. Regarding the
structure, we use a simple RNN with one LSTM layer of 32
units and a Dense layer. This allows us to obtain predictions
and communicate them to the simulator via UDP faster,
which is essential for not slowing down the simulations in
PlatoonSAFE. In addition, an Adam optimization model [69]
is used for training, with an initial learning rate of 0.001.

D. Implementation of Emergency Braking Strategies
In this subsection, we first describe the control flow of
the emergency braking module, which can be used as a
baseline for implementing and simulating emergency braking
strategies. Moreover, we implement the event-driven mes-
sages DENMs and Acknowledgment (ACK) in the emer-
gency braking module that can be used to design braking
strategies based on the information available from the LV,
preceding vehicle, and/or the following vehicle. In addition,
we implement a simple relaying strategy in which the middle
vehicle in a platoon can relay the DENMs broadcasted by the
LV. This relaying model can be used to implement and eval-
uate more accurate and complex relaying mechanisms. The
means for coordinating between vehicles through wireless
communications are implemented in the OMNeT++ part of
PlatoonSAFE. However, to perform changes in the dynamics
of the vehicles or engine model, modifications are required
in the SUMO part; please refer to PLEXE documentation7

for further details.
PlatoonSAFE also comes with the implementation of

several emergency braking strategies, which are described
below. In addition, the metrics for evaluating emergency
braking strategies in terms of fail-safe conditions are also
implemented in PlatoonSAFE.

1) Control Flow of Emergency Braking module
In order to implement the braking strategies, we use event-
driven messages (DENMs). The LV schedules a braking
event at a user-defined braking time during the simulation
initialization. The handleSelfMessage function in Al-
gorithm 2 is called at the user-defined braking time, and
DENMs are broadcasted at an interval of DENMInterval.

5https://keras.io/
6https://www.tensorflow.org/about
7http://plexe.car2x.org/documentation/

In addition, DENMs can be relayed using the middle
vehicle in the platoon, which is implemented using the
RelayDENMs message. When a vehicle either receives
a DENM or a relayed DENM, it follows the emergency
braking algorithm set by the user.

Algorithm 2 handleSelfMessage ().

INPUT: cMessage *message

1: if message = brakingMessage then
2: sendBrakingMessage(-1);
3: scheduleAt(simTime() + DENMInterval, brakingMessage);
4: end if

2) Implemented Braking Strategies
The emergency braking module of PlatoonSAFE comes with
the following braking strategies by default:

Normal Braking (NB)
The NB strategy is a straightforward braking approach in
which a vehicle initiates braking immediately upon receiving
a DENM from the LV. In case of communication outages,
braking is performed by using distance sensors to detect the
speed variations of the vehicle in front.

Synchronized Braking (SB)
Liu et al. in [70] propose to delay the actuation of platooning
vehicles for a short period to cancel out the effects of
communication delays on platoon stability. In [48], we
propose synchronizing the braking actions of platooning
vehicles by delaying the braking until the τwait period. The
τwait is obtained by taking the average communication delay
experienced by the last vehicle in the platoon. Furthermore,
the ML models implemented in PlatoonSAFE that predict
the communication delays experienced by the last vehicle
can be used to predict τwait in SB.

Gradual Deceleration (GD)
In an experimental study, Zheng et al. [71] arrange the
platooning vehicles so that the platoon LV brakes at the
minimum deceleration rate and the rate increases in the
downstream direction gradually such that the last vehicle
can brake at the maximum deceleration rate. Using the GD
strategy, a vehicle starts braking as soon as a DENM or a
relayed DENM is received.

Coordinated Emergency Brake Protocol (CEBP)
Bergenhem et al. [72] propose CEBP with the goal of avoid-
ing collisions between the platooning vehicles. In CEBP, the
last vehicle brakes first and initiates an Acknowledgement
(ACK) packet broadcasting upon receiving a DENM. When
the second to last vehicle receives an ACK from the last
vehicle, it also starts braking and broadcasts ACK. This
way, every vehicle from the tail to the head of the platoon
starts braking upon receiving an ACK from its immediate
successor.
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Adaptive Emergency Braking (AEB)
In [10], we propose AEB as an improvement to the CEBP. In
AEB, platooning vehicles perform soft braking, i.e., braking
at a low deceleration rate, upon receiving a DENM. The soft
braking continues until an ACK is received from the immedi-
ate successor when a vehicle performs full deceleration. The
AEB strategy inherits the collision avoidance property of
the CEBP strategy. Furthermore, it minimizes the stopping
distance by performing soft braking while waiting for an
ACK.

V. Simulation Scenarios, Evaluation Metrics, and
Configuration Parameters of PlatoonSAFE
This section describes possible simulation scenarios with
PlatoonSAFE, their configuration parameters, and the met-
rics that can be evaluated.

A. Simulation Scenarios and Configuration Parameters
PlatoonSAFE facilitates the simulation of various combi-
nations of scenarios as depicted in Figure 5. In addition,
some notable parameters that are required to be configured to
enable the simulation of platoon cruising, communications,
predictions, traffic and vehicle dynamics, and emergency
braking are listed in Figure 5. Note that the configuration
parameters are not limited to the list in Figure 5. During the
simulation configuration, the RTM module can be enabled
or disabled; if it is disabled, one of the platoon controllers
implemented in PLEXE should be activated. In both cases,
the inter-vehicle gaps and controller parameters, which are
listed in Table 4, need to be set. Running simulations
with RTM requires activating either the default contract
list or a user-defined contract list. Additionally, the fair
and poor thresholds and the factors by which the gaps
between vehicles are adjusted in the case of transient com-
munication outages need to be defined. The communication
parameters include beaconing intervals of platooning and
human vehicles, antenna parameters, the IEEE 802.11p MAC
protocol [5], channel models implemented in veins, such
as Nakagami-m fading [73], free space path loss model,
two-ray interference model [74], and obstacle shadowing
model [75]; see Figure 5 and Table 4. Moreover, activation
of the LSTM RNN or AOSVR models, along with their
parameters, is required for making predictions using the
ML module. PlatoonSAFE inherits the traffic and vehicle
dynamics models implemented in PLEXE, a subset of which
is delineated in Figure 5. Finally, a user must define the
emergency braking strategy to be simulated, deceleration
rates, DENM intervals, and braking time as listed in Figure
5 and Table 4. We refer the readers to the PlatoonSAFE
documentation8 that includes line-by-line explanations of the
configuration parameters and necessary guidelines for using
them.

During platoon cruising, we can choose between sinu-
soidal and steady speed patterns of the LV. The FVs follow

8https://github.com/shahriarHasan09/PlatoonSAFE

TABLE 3: Evaluation parameters available in PlatoonSAFE.
Layers Evaluation parameters

Mobility
acceleration, activeController, controllerAcceleration,
distance, posx, posy, relativeSpeed, speed, co2emission,
maxSpeed, MinSpeed, totalCO2Emission, totalDistance.

Network &
Transport

droppedExceededAttempts, generatedBSMs, generatedWSAs,
generatedWSMs, receivedBSMs, receivedWSAs, receivedWSMs,
transmissionAttempts, frontDelay, frontTransmissionN,
leaderDelay, leaderTransmissionN, predictedDelayAtLV,
PredictionErrorAtLV, firstDENMDelay, firstAckDelay,

PHY & MAC

busyTime, totalBusyTime, collisions, droppedPacketsInMac,
NumInternalContention, ReceivedBroadcasts, SentPackets
ReceivedUnicastPackets, RXTXLostPackets, TotalLostPackets
SentAcknowledgements, SlotsBackoff, SNIRLostPackets,
TimesIntoBackoff,

the speed of the LV with the aid of periodic CAMs and/or
onboard sensors. In addition, there are options for several
emergency braking strategies and two ML models. The
cruising pattern, emergency braking strategy, and ML models
can generate many simulation combinations. PlatoonSAFE
has several such scenarios by default, which can be used as
guidelines for generating new scenarios.

B. Automation of Simulations and Evaluation Parameters
PlatoonSAFE includes additional python scripts to auto-
mate simulations by facilitating the definition of different
simulation parameter values, e.g., CAM rates, number of
vehicles and lanes, controller, inter-vehicle gaps, etc., which
are automatically changed in the simulation settings and
all possible combinations of the simulation runs are then
executed from the command line. The aim is to run many
simulations with different configurations without having to
run them one at a time. Simulation results are saved in
OMNeT++ vector files (.vec), containing statistics on, e.g.,
speed, inter-vehicle distances, experienced communication
delays, prediction errors, etc. Table 3 lists the evaluation
parameters that can be used to evaluate different network-
ing and mobility parameters with PlatoonSAFE. Note that
PlatoonSAFE inherits the evaluation parameters available in
PLEXE and Veins as well.

PlatoonSAFE also includes a python script that converts
the results of vector files into .csv files with the follow-
ing structure: ParameterName, VehicleID, SimulationTime,
ParameterValue. During this format conversion, the script
also computes the following metrics required for analyzing
emergency braking strategies:
• Minimum gap at a full stop: After a platoon completely

stops, the minimum gap between any pair of vehicles in a
platoon is computed. A collision is said to have happened
if the minimum gap is less than or equal to zero [76].

• Time to Collision (TTC): The elapsed time between when
the LV encounters a hazard and when the inter-vehicle
distance between two vehicles becomes zero or less due to
a collision. In case there are collisions between more than
a pair of vehicles, i.e., chain collisions, the first collision
is considered to calculate TTC. If there is no collision, an
empty array is returned by the script.
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FIGURE 5: Possible simulation scenarios and configuration parameters with different PlatoonSAFE features.

• Stopping distance of the LV: The distance traveled by the
lead vehicle from the moment it recognizes a hazard until
it reaches a complete stop.

• Time to stop the platoon: The elapsed time between the
moment the LV recognizes a hazard and the whole platoon
fully stops. This metric can be used to understand the time
required by a platoon to transition to a fail-safe state from
the moment of encountering a hazard.

The performance of a platoon during cruising using a
controller or the RTM module can be evaluated in terms
of the ability of the FVs to track the LV, string stability,
fuel efficiency, road throughput enhancement, collisions, and
more. The simulations with PlatoonSAFE generate data such
as speed, inter-vehicle gaps, and relative speed that can be
used to evaluate platoon performance during cruising as
follows:

• Safety during cruising: The RTM module periodically
checks for safety violations, i.e., if the inter-vehicle gap
is smaller than a user-defined safe inter-vehicle distance
threshold, and the safety violation reports are recorded in
an output file. In addition, the inter-vehicle gap profiles
of the vehicles generated in the simulator can be used to
analyze such collisions.

• LV tracking ability: How well an FV can track the speed
changes of the LV can be analyzed using the speed profiles;
examples are given in Section VI.

• String stability: The ability to attenuate the disturbances
from the head to the tail in a platoon is defined as string
stability [38]. If the speed profile of an FV is amplified
compared to the speed profile of the LV, it can be regarded
as string instability. Moreover, when the disturbances are
amplified in the downstream direction, the inter-vehicle
gaps also fluctuate, which can be used to recognize string
stability as well.

• Road efficiency: In this paper, we analyze the distance
profiles of vehicles to evaluate road efficiency under the
assumption that shorter gaps enable higher road efficiency
[15], [18]. However, the road traffic parameters that can
be configured during simulations with PlatoonSAFE, such
as no. of platoons and vehicles per platoon, no. of platoon
lanes, no. of human vehicles, no. of human vehicle lanes,
and inter-vehicle gaps, can be used to quantify road ca-
pacity. We refer readers to [15] for quantitative evaluation
of road capacity.

• Fuel efficiency: In Heavy-duty Vehicles (HDVs), the aero-
dynamic drag of the FVs in platoon reduces drastically
with the reduction of inter-vehicle gaps, which leads to a
considerable saving in fuel consumption [77]. For quanti-
tative evaluation of fuel efficiency, the vehicle dynamics in
the SUMO part of PlatoonSAFE can be configured, and the
distance profiles recorded during simulations can be used
to calculate the fuel consumption, as shown by the authors
in [77] (PLEXE is used in this work). Moreover, Jornod
et al. in [78] study fuel consumption reduction in platoons
using SUMO. PlatoonSAFE as a successor of Veins also
inherits models for calculating CO2; results of the evalu-
ation parameters such as co2emission, totalCO2Emission
are recorded at the end of each simulation.

In order to evaluate the predicted communication delays
using the ML module, the following metrics are used:

• Root Mean Square Error RMSE =

√
N∑
i=1

( (xi−x̂i)2

N ,

where xi is the actual delay and x̂i is the delay predicted
using either AOSVR or LSTM RNN.

• Predicted delay at LV: The delay predicted using an ML
model at the LV.

• Prediction error at LV: The difference between the pre-
dicted delay and the actual delay in seconds.
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PlatoonSAFE also facilitates the evaluation of different
communication parameters as listed in Table 3. The param-
eters related to CAM and DENM delays are as follows:
• Front delay: The time elapsed between the receipt of the

current CAM and the previous CAM from the preceding
vehicle.

• Leader delay: The time duration between receipt of the
current CAM and the previous CAM from the leading
vehicle.

• First DENM delay: The elapsed time between generating
the first DENM and the time when a vehicle receives a
DENM.

VI. Proof of Concept
This section evaluates some simulation scenarios related to
platoon cruising, emergency braking, and predictions using
the evaluation metrics described in the previous section. The
aim is to understand the impacts of temporary communica-
tion outages on platoon safety.

A. Simulation Settings and Scenarios
We simulate a platoon of seven vehicles cruising at 100
kmh−1 in the rightmost lane. The configuration parameters
and their corresponding values are listed in Table 4. In
order to generate mixed-traffic scenarios and realistically
capture the effects of data and road traffics on wireless
communication outages, we consider the configurations in
Table 5:
• Config 1: In this configuration, a dense traffic scenario

is represented with 400 neighboring vehicles broadcasting
beacons at a frequency of 50 Hz. The platooning vehicles
transmit CAMs, DENMs, and ACKs at a frequency of 10
Hz.

• Config 2: To generate moderate data traffic, we assume
a scenario with 300 neighboring vehicles broadcasting
periodic beacons at a frequency of 20 Hz. It is worth noting
that Configs 1 and 2 in Table 5 exhibit data densities of
4750 and 1300 packets s−1 km−1, respectively, which has
a significant impact on communication quality.
We consider the following simulation scenarios for vali-

dating the PlatoonSAFE modules:
• Platoon cruising in a sinusoidal fashion: The leading

vehicle in the platoon oscillates sinusoidally at a frequency
of 0.2 Hz and an amplitude of 10 kmh−1. Two simulation
scenarios are considered where the platoon employs either
the PATH CACC or the PLOEG CACC controller without
RTM. Subsequently, we present the simulation results
incorporating RTM.

• Predicted delays in steady-speed platooning: We consider
the steady speed scenario in Figure 5 to validate the
integration of the ML models in predicting real-time
communication delays.

• Emergency braking from a steady speed: Emergency brak-
ing is initiated in the platoon at 70 seconds using one of

TABLE 4: Configuration parameters for simulations.
Parameter Value

co
m

m
un

ic
at

io
n

PHY/MAC model IEEE 802.11p/IEEE 1609.4
Path loss model Free space (α = 2)
Fading model Nakagami-m (m = 1.86)
Tx Power 100 mW
Packet size 200 B
Bit rate 6 Mbps
Sensitivity −94 dBm
Thermal noise −95 dBm
Frequency 5.89 GHz
Bit rate (non-platooning vehicles) 3 Mbps

m
ob

ili
ty

Leader speed 100 kmh−1

Platoon size 7
Neighboring vehicles 300 or 400
No. of platoons 1
Leader oscillation frequency 0.2 Hz
Oscillation amplitude 10 kmph
Total no. of lanes 3 or 4
Platooning vehicles insert time 1 s
Neighboring vehicles insert time 50 s
Simulation time limit 100 ∼ 110 s

co
nt

ro
lle

r

Controllers CACC (PATH, PLOEG), ACC
Weighting factor C1 0.5
Controller bandwidth ωn 0.2 Hz
Damping ratio ξ 1
Controller gain kp 0.2
Controller gain kd 0.7
PATH CACC CDG 5, 10 m
PLOEG CACC CTG 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 s
ACC CTG 0.5, 0.8, 1.2 s

R
T

M

rmEnabled true
rmMonitorInterval 0.1 s
constantSpacingFactor 0.25
timeGapFactor 0.25
poor 800 ms
fair 100 ms

B
ra

ki
ng

CEBEnabled true
brakeAtTime 100 s
softDecelerationRate −3 ms−2

fullDecelerationRate −8 ms−2

M
L

SVR ϵ 0.0001
CSV R 0.03
SVR Size Limit 5
NN Learning rate 0.001

TABLE 5: Configurations for dense and moderate data and road traffic.
traffic
type

Neighbouring traffic Platoon beacon frequency (Hz)

vehicles vehicles/km
beacon

frequency (Hz)
packets

s−1km−1 CAM DENM ACK

Config 1 400 95 50 4750 10 10 10
Config 2 300 65 20 1300 15 15 15

the braking strategies. The simulations are conducted with
different inter-vehicle gaps and controllers.

B. Impact of Transient Communication Outages on
Platoon Cruising
In this subsection, we first evaluate the platoon performance
without RTM, i.e., PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC are
activated independently under Configs 1 and 2 in Table 5.
Next, we evaluate how RTM handles transient communica-
tion outages using the default contracts of the RTM module.
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TABLE 6: No. of collisions during cruising under Config 1 for various inter-vehicle gaps and controllers.

Controller PATH CACC PLOEG CACC ACC
CDGs/ CTGs 5 m 10 m 0.25 s 0.5 s 1.0 s 0.5 s 0.8 s 1.2 s

No. of collisions
out of 20 runs 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
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(a) PATH CACC performance evaluated with CDGs of 5 and 10 m under
Config 1.
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(b) PLOEG CACC evaluated with 0.5 s CTG under Config 1.

FIGURE 6: The speed profiles (ms−1) of platooning vehicles
under Config 1 are presented for the PATH CACC and
PLOEG CACC controllers without RTM; a 0.5 s CTG
corresponds to 15.89 m gap at 100 kmh−1.

1) Sinusoidal Scenario without RTM
Speed profiles of platoon vehicles using PATH CACC and
PLOEG CACC under Config 1 are shown in Figure 6. Figure
6a shows speed profiles for inter-vehicle gaps of 5 and 10
m with PATH CACC. The results indicate that rear vehicles
experience collisions with a 5 m gap, causing the platoon to
stop cruising. Collisions also occur with 10 m gaps around 96
s into the simulation. However, it should be noted that these
collisions do not occur in all simulation runs with PATH
CACC. Five out of twenty simulation runs with PATH CACC
resulted in collisions for CDGs of 5 and 10 m, as shown in
Table 6. The reason for these collisions is that PATH CACC
requires information from both the LV and the preceding
vehicle, as illustrated in Figure 3. Communication outages
are more prevalent for rear vehicles due to the increasing
effects of path loss and fading [2], [3]. During temporary
communication outages, vehicles using PATH CACC rely
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(a) PATH CACC with 5 m CDG under Config 2.
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(b) PLOEG CACC with 0.5 s CTG under Config 2

FIGURE 7: Speed profiles of platooning vehicles (ms−1)
under Config 2 with PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC
controllers at lower data density and without RTM; a 0.5
s CTG corresponds to 15.89 m gap at 100 kmh−1.

only on the information from the preceding vehicle, leading
to the same communication topology as PLOEG CACC, as
shown in Figure 3. However, the inter-vehicle gaps are not
increased. As a result, the rear vehicles cannot respond to
the LV’s speed changes fast enough, leading to collisions.
However, due to its short gaps, the PATH CACC controller
offers high fuel and road efficiency.

Figure 6b shows that PLOEG CACC with a 0.5 s CTG
successfully avoids collisions in the same simulation sce-
nario as Config 1. Table 6 demonstrates that PLOEG CACC
with CTGs of 0.25 s, 0.5 s, and 1.0 s avoids collisions.
However, under Config 1, PLOEG CACC cannot attenuate
disturbances in the downstream direction and exhibits string
instability with a 0.5 s CTG. Additionally, the speed profiles
depicted in Figure 6b show that the vehicles following
PLOEG CACC experience notable delays in tracking the
speed changes of the LV. Furthermore, due to the longer
inter-vehicle gaps required for safety, PLOEG CACC results
in lower fuel and road efficiency compared to PATH CACC.

Figure 7 shows speed profiles of platooning vehicles using
PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC controllers under Config
2, where the data density is 1300 packets s−1km−1 com-
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FIGURE 8: Speed (ms−1) and inter-vehicle distance (m)
profiles in a sinusoidal scenario using RTM under Config
1; PATH CACC CDG = 5 m, PLOEG CACC CTG = 0.25
s, and ACC CTG = 0.5 s.
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FIGURE 9: Speed (ms−1) and inter-vehicle distance (m)
profiles in a sinusoidal scenario using RTM under Config
1; PLATOON CAM rate = 20 Hz, PATH CACC CDG = 5
m, PLOEG CACC CTG = 0.25 s, and ACC CTG = 0.5 s.

pared to 4750 packets s−1km−1 in Config 1. PATH CACC
exhibits safe behavior while enabling high fuel efficiency,
road efficiency, and LV tracking ability. PLOEG CACC in
Figure 7b shows better string stability than in Figure 6b.

In conclusion, both PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC
controllers are significantly impacted by transient commu-
nication outages, as shown in Figure 6. However, reducing
the data density in Config 2, as seen in Figure 7, drastically
improves platoon performance.

2) Sinusoidal Scenario with RTM
Figure 8 presents speed (ms−1) and inter-vehicle distance
(m) profiles with RTM enabled under Config 1, i.e., the same
data and traffic density as in Figure 6. The RTM uses PATH
CACC CDG = 5 m, PLOEG CACC CTG = 0.25 s (8.94
m at 100 kmh−1), and ACC CTG = 0.5 s (15.89 m at 100
kmh−1). Recall from Table 2 that a vehicle may increase
the gap to the vehicle in front for graceful degradation due
to experiencing fair communication quality. To this end,
simulations in Figure 8 consider a 25% increase in gaps.
We assume 100 and 800 ms communication outages as fair

and poor thresholds, respectively. Note that simulations with
RTM always begin assuming that communication quality is
good and the PATH CACC controller with 5 m CDG is active
in all the FVs; the LV uses the ACC controller.

The distance profiles shown in Figure 8 indicate that the
collisions observed with PATH CACC in Figure 6 can be
prevented by incorporating RTM. Furthermore, the speed
profiles in Figure 8 reveal that the RTM achieves better
string stability and LV tracking performance than both PATH
CACC and PLOEG CACC in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively.
The distance profiles in Figure 8 can also be used to
understand how the RTM instructs the vehicles to switch
between different controllers and analyze fuel efficiency and
road efficiency. The distance profiles show that the rear
vehicles in the platoon temporarily lose string stability due
to transient poor communication quality with the LV, which
leads to adopting the PLOEG CACC controller. As RTM
periodically monitors the connectivity, the PATH CACC
controller is adopted when a packet is received from the
LV. This way, there are frequent switches between the
PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC controllers, which leads
to frequent changes in inter-vehicle gaps, as seen from the
distance profiles in Figure 8. However, the front vehicles are
more string stable and able to track the speed changes of the
LV, which is crucial during emergency braking. Furthermore,
the temporary loss of string stability or increase in inter-
vehicle gaps with the rear vehicles is deemed acceptable
since RTM degrades the performance to maintain a nominal
safety level, which is of utmost importance in the event of
temporary failures.

In order to analyze the effects of CAM frequency on
platoon performance, we simulate the same scenario as in
Figure 8, but with a 20 Hz CAM rate instead of 10 Hz.
The speed and inter-vehicle distance profiles are depicted
in Figure 9. It is evident that the string stability and LV
tracking ability drastically improve with the increase of the
CAM rate. Moreover, the distance profiles with a 20 Hz
CAM rate demonstrate shorter inter-vehicle gaps than with
a lower update rate, enabling higher fuel efficiency and road
efficiency. The notable enhancement in platoon performance
with higher CAM frequency is due to the faster arrival of
repetitions in the event of lost packets; when the CAM rate
has doubled, the possibility of receiving CAMs generally
increases. It is clear from Figures 6 and 7 that transient
communication outages due to packet losses significantly im-
pact platoon performance. With the increase in CAM rates,
such packet losses can be alleviated. However, increasing
the CAM rate is not always possible, especially in a dense
data traffic scenario, due to the restrictions imposed by the
Decentralized Congestion Control (DCC) mechanism [79].
Also note that when the data traffic on the communication
channel is dense, an increased CAM rate can cause packet
collisions which in turn leads to a reduced CAM reception
rate as the overall result [80], but in general, increasing the
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TABLE 7: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of predicted
delays with ML models.

CAM rate 10 Hz 20 Hz

ML model AOSVR LSTM RNN AOSVR LSTM RNN

RMSE 0.327 0.291 0.165 0.153

CAM rate increases the redundancy and resilience to packet
drops.

The simulation results demonstrate the impacts of wire-
less communications on platoon safety and performance,
as demonstrated by both dense and moderate data traffic
scenarios. The RTM module provides a fine-grained model
of transient communication outages that allows a platoon
to remain fail-operational during cruising by degrading its
performance temporarily as a function of communication
quality.

C. Prediction of Communication Delays during Steady
Speed
In this use case, we consider the steady speed of the LV
as shown in Figure 5 and carry out real-time prediction
of communication delays using the AOSVR and LSTM
RNN models. The RMSEs are presented in Table 7. The
simulations are performed with CAM rates of 10 Hz and
20 Hz under Config 1. Moreover, in order to estimate the
AOSVR parameters ϵ, CSV R, and SizeLimit, we conducted
simulations for various combinations of the configuration
parameters, e.g., no. of lanes and neighboring vehicles,
different CAM rates, etc., and evaluated the prediction er-
rors of experienced communication delays. Table 4 shows
the estimated parameter values. The simulation results in
Table 7 show that LSTM RNN demonstrates lower RMSEs
than AOSVR. One possible reason for comparatively higher
RMSEs with AOSVR is that the estimated ϵ, CSV R, and
SizeLimit parameter values are not optimal, which is
considered as “a big problem in real applications” [66] and
requires further investigation.

D. Impact of Communication Outages on Emergency
Braking
In this subsection, we first present the acceleration profiles
of platooning vehicles to validate the implementation of the
braking strategies. Next, the impact of wireless communica-
tion outages on platoon emergency braking is analyzed in
terms of inter-vehicle collisions, time to collision, stopping
distance of the leading vehicle, and time to stop the platoon
as listed in subsection B.

1) Acceleration Profiles with Different Braking Strategies
While cruising in a sinusoidal fashion, the LV detects an
imaginary road hazard 102 s into the simulation time and
starts broadcasting DENMs at 10 Hz. The simulations are
carried out under Config 2 in Table 5. The acceleration

profiles presented in Figure 10 can be used to understand the
correctness of the implementation of the braking strategies.
During braking, using the SB strategy, the leading vehicle
communicates the waiting period τwait to the following
vehicles (FVs) through DENMs. All the vehicles wait for the
event detection time (102 s) + τwait period before initiating
braking at a rate of -8 ms−2. The τwait period can be
calculated by averaging the CAM delays during cruising or
predicted using machine learning models. The emergency
braking module in PlatoonSAFE provides examples of both
methods. Figure 10 shows that the SB strategy facilitates a
synchronous braking action of the platooning vehicles. The
acceleration profiles with the GD strategy demonstrate that
different vehicles brake at different rates, e.g., the LV and
the last vehicle brake at rates –4.4 and –8 ms−2. In Figure
10, the acceleration profiles demonstrate that with the CEBP
strategy, the last vehicle initiates braking, and the second to
last vehicle brakes only after receiving an acknowledgment
from the last vehicle. This way, the last vehicle brakes first,
and the LV brakes last sequentially at a rate of –8 ms−2.
The AEB strategy is similar to CEBP; however, all vehicles
except the last vehicle perform soft deceleration at –3 ms−2

in Figure 10, while the vehicles are waiting for an ACK from
their respective successors. Upon receiving an ACK from
the immediate successor, full deceleration is performed at –
8 ms−2. The deceleration rates with all the braking strategies
can be adjusted in the simulator.

2) Evaluation of Emergency Braking
In this subsection, we evaluate the NB and SB strategies
implemented in the emergency braking module of Platoon-
SAFE. To this end, we disable the RTM module during
cruising; instead, we consider the PATH CACC and PLOEG
CACC controllers with gaps 5 m and 0.4 s (13.1 m at
100 kmh−1), cruising at a steady speed. The PATH CACC
represents the case in which information is expected both
from the LV and the preceding vehicle. In PLOEG CACC,
the preceding vehicle is the only source of information.
We carried out ten simulation runs for each scenario using
Config 1 in Table 5. The platoon cruises at a steady speed of
100 kmh−1 following one of the control laws and performs
an emergency braking maneuver 70 s into the simulation
time at a rate of –8 ms−2.

a: Minimum Inter-vehicle Gaps at a Complete Stop
The minimum gaps between the platooning vehicles after
emergency braking, as shown in Figure 11, are presented
using box plots. The average of the minimum gaps is
denoted by x, while the length of the Inter Quartile Range
(IQR) indicates the spread of the data points. Using NB,
7 and 10 collision cases out of ten simulation runs can
be observed while braking from the cruising states PATH
CACC and PLOEG CACC, respectively. Moreover, the IQR
below zero with the NB strategy depicts that the minimum
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FIGURE 10: Acceleration profiles (ms−2) of the platooning vehicles during an emergency braking at the simulation time
102 s with SB, GD, CEBP, and AEB strategies.
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FIGURE 11: Minimum inter-vehicle gaps at a complete
standstill (m) after emergency braking with Normal Braking
(NB) and Synchronized Braking (SB) strategies under Config
1; cruising speed = 100 kmh−1, deceleration rate = –8 ms−2.

inter-vehicle gaps are below zero, i.e., collisions, most of
the time. The cause of collisions with PATH CACC is due
to long communication delays experienced by the platoon’s
rear vehicles. If the front vehicle has already received a
DENM and started braking, but the ego vehicle experiences
communication outages, collisions occur. In addition, the
detection, processing, and actuation delays in distance sen-
sors prevent an ego vehicle from responding quickly enough
to avoid collisions, particularly when inter-vehicle gaps are
short, and the predecessor decelerates at a rate of -8 ms−2.

TABLE 8: Average Time to Collision (s) from the moment
of hazard detection for the same simulations in Figure 11.

Braking strategies NB SB

Controller PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

cruising gaps 5 m 0.4 s 5 m 0.4 s
Time to Collision (s) 2.85 3.81 2.96 4.96

The longer gap with PLOEG CACC is also not adequate
for avoiding collisions. The reason is that with longer gaps,
the rear vehicles are further away from the LV, causing
even more communication outages. Recall from Figure 6a
and Table 6 that there are collisions during cruising even
with longer gaps (10 m) when using PATH CACC. For the
same scenario, when SB is used, the inter-vehicle collisions
happen in only two out of ten simulation runs; see Figure
11. These collisions with the SB are mainly caused by
the last vehicle in the platoon, which usually experiences
the maximum delay. Collisions occur when the last vehicle
cannot receive a DENM within the τwait period, and the
preceding vehicle starts braking at a strong deceleration rate.
Moreover, the average minimum gaps at a complete standstill
with the SB strategy using PATH CACC and PLOEG CACC
are around 3 m and 8 m, respectively; these results reveal
that the vehicles can perform synchronized braking in most
cases due to waiting before braking to mitigate the effects
of communication delays.

b: Time to Collision
Table 8 presents the average time to collision for the
simulations in Figure 11. Note that this evaluation metric
only applies to collision cases with a braking strategy.
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TABLE 9: Average stopping distance of the LV (m) at a
complete standstill for the same simulations in Figure 11.

Braking strategies NB SB

Controller PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

cruising gaps 5 m 0.4 s 5 m 0.4 s
Stopping distance (m) 60.82 60.82 73.04 91.93

TABLE 10: Average Time to Stop (s) the whole platoon for
the same simulations in Figure 11.

Braking strategies NB SB

Controller PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

PATH
CACC

PLOEG
CACC

cruising gaps 5 m 0.4 s 5 m 0.4 s
Time to stop (s) 4.81 7.11 4.48 5.15

Furthermore, the results of the first collision in a platoon
are presented in Table 8. The results show that a vehicle
using PATH CACC undergoes collisions faster than with
PLOEG CACC. The reason is that the inter-vehicle distance
with PLOEG CACC is 13.1 m compared to the 5 m gap
with PATH CACC. As a result, vehicles using the short gaps
facilitated by PATH CACC have a shorter time to react in
case of emergency braking.

c: Stopping Distance of the LV
Table 9 displays the LV’s stopping distance (m) from the
moment of encountering the hazard (70 s) until the platoon
comes to a complete stop. The stopping distance is shorter
with the NB strategy than with the SB strategy. The reason
for the longer stopping distance with the SB strategy is that
it involves waiting before braking to mitigate the impact of
communication delays. However, it is important to consider
the LV’s stopping distance in addition to collision avoidance
when evaluating a braking strategy. Using the NB strategy,
the LV would need to brake at a slower deceleration rate
to prevent collisions, resulting in a longer stopping distance
[48].

d: Time to Stop
Table 10 shows the average time required to bring the entire
platoon to a stop from the moment of encountering the
simulated hazard. This metric is necessary for evaluating
which braking strategy can efficiently transition a platoon
to a fail-safe state. As shown in Table 10, the platoon can
transition to a fail-safe state more quickly using the PATH
CACC controller than with the PLOEG CACC controller.
This is due to the short inter-vehicle gaps used with the
PATH CACC controller during cruising.

E. Simulation Speed
The simulation speed of PlatoonSAFE was measured on
a laptop with 16 GB RAM, a single CPU (i5-10210U at
1.60GHz), and the Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system. The

FIGURE 12: Simulation speed of PlatoonSAFE.

simulation speed is determined by calculating the number of
simulated seconds that can be executed within one second of
real-world time [15]. The simulation speed of PlatoonSAFE
with and without using the SUMO GUI is presented in
Figure 12. The X-axis in Figure 12 represents the number of
platooning vehicles simulated. For example, 200 platooning
vehicles mean that 20 platoons are simulated, each consisting
of ten vehicles, and placing them in two separate lanes, with
ten platoons in each lane. Figure 12 shows that the simulation
of 20 vehicles using GUI can be simulated in real-time using
PlatoonSAFE. However, with the increase in the number
of platooning vehicles, the number of simulation seconds
that can be simulated in one real-world second drastically
reduces. The rationale behind the slower simulation speed
with PlatoonSAFE is that it is a complex simulator consisting
of SUMO, Veins, PLEXE, and PlatoonSAFE features. The
Veins simulator, developed using OMNeT++, features a full-
fledged network stack with realistic channel models, and its
bidirectional coupling with SUMO contributes to the slower
simulation speed. However, Zarrad and Alsmadi in [27] show
that OMNeT++ is faster in terms of simulation runtime and
has lower CPU usage compared to other popular network
simulators such as NS-2 and NS-3. Therefore, OMNeT++
is still a reasonable choice for network simulations. Lai
et al. [15] show that their generic simulation platform can
simulate 216 CAVs in real-time compared to 10 CAVs with
the PreScan simulator (a MATLAB/Simulink-based simu-
lator for evaluating Advanced Driver Assistance Systems).
However, the simulation speed computed in [15] does not
consider sensor and communication models.

VII. Potential Extensions of PlatoonSAFE
PlatoonSAFE enables the evaluation of fail-operational and
fail-safe platooning through realistic modeling of transient
communication outages. Additionally, the tool integrates
two machine learning models that can predict network,
communication, and traffic parameters. Researchers from
diverse domains can use the simulation tool to consider a
realistic communication model that has a significant impact
on platoon safety.

The RTM module of PlatoonSAFE includes a switch-
ing mechanism that switches between ACC [49], PLOEG
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CACC [50], and PATH CACC [51] controllers based on
the experienced communication quality. While our focus
is on validating the modeling of transient communication
outages in the longitudinal control of vehicles, it should be
noted that in practical scenarios, platoons, CACC-enabled
vehicles, or neighboring vehicles must also execute lateral
movements such as lane changes, cut-in/cut-out maneuvers,
and entry/exit ramp maneuvers. It is possible to use the
communication model provided by the RTM module to
evaluate lateral control in a realistic manner without com-
promising the generality of the approach. Readers interested
in the possible future extensions of PlatoonSAFE and the
evaluation of platoon lateral control under realistic commu-
nication scenarios are directed to the relevant literature. For
instance, Zhang et al. introduce the Human-Lead-Platoon
CACC (HLP-CACC) controller, which enables both longi-
tudinal and lateral control of a platoon with a human-driven
automated vehicle as the leader [81]. The study demonstrates
that the HLP-CACC controller can mitigate the disturbances
caused by the human-driven vehicle and ensure string stabil-
ity. However, the authors also note that stable communication
is a prerequisite for achieving string stability using HLP-
CACC. For the purpose of evaluating HLP-CACC in the
presence of surrounding traffic, the authors use the generic
simulation platform developed by Lai et al. [15], which de-
fines rules for platoon merging and lane-changing maneuvers
of CAVs. Wang et al. [82] propose the Making Space CACC
Lane Change (MS-CACCLC) controller, which enables a
platoon to make space between vehicles in the target lane
to accommodate the lane-changing maneuver. In addition,
they propose the Successive Platoon Lane Change (SuPLC)
controller in [83] to facilitate the overtaking maneuver of
a platoon through a small window. Both the MS-CACCLC
and SuPLC controllers confirm string stability. Additionally,
the SuPLC controller confirms lateral stability, making it
useful for both longitudinal and lateral control of CAVs
in dense traffic scenarios. Hu et al. propose a set of rules
governing CAV behavior in signalized intersection control
and scenarios involving high-priority vehicles [16], which
are commonly encountered in urban environments. The liter-
ature reviewed above presents various approaches for lateral
movements of CAVs in realistic road traffic scenarios. In
such scenarios, high data traffic generated by neighboring
vehicles can cause time-varying communication delays, as
shown in Section VI. Therefore, the realistic modeling of
transient communication outages in RTM can be valuable in
evaluating both longitudinal and lateral control of CAVs. To
this end, for instance, the PERMIT simulator [39], developed
by Mena-Oreja and Gozalvez extending PLEXE to facilitate
merge, split, and leave maneuvers, can be integrated into
PlatoonSAFE and further modified to evaluate lateral and
longitudinal control of CAVs.

Moreover, PlatoonSAFE can be extended to evaluate fuel
efficiency under various traffic scenarios using the RTM
module or different CACC controllers. We refer readers

to [77] in which fuel consumption is evaluated using the
PLEXE simulator. Furthermore, it would be interesting to
integrate PlatoonSAFE with Veins-LTE [84] to simulate
different teleoperated platoon driving scenarios in which
local fault tolerance during runtime is facilitated by Platoon-
SAFE, and high-level instructions are received from a remote
station.

VIII. Conclusions
This paper presents the open-source simulation tool Pla-
toonSAFE to enable the evaluation of platoon safety un-
der realistic communication, vehicle dynamics, control, and
road traffic scenarios. PlatoonSAFE consists of the Runtime
Manager (RTM), emergency braking, and Machine Learning
(ML) modules. The RTM and the emergency braking mod-
ules in PlatoonSAFE can be used together to design how
to handle transient communication outages during platoon
cruising and emergency braking. To this end, The RTM
module models the transient nature of wireless connectivity
into finer granularities and enables the evaluation of fail-
operational platooning during cruising. Rigorous simulation
studies demonstrate that transient communication outages
significantly impact platoon safety and performance. The
RTM module can enable the attribution of platoon per-
formance levels as a function of communication quality.
Furthermore, the simulation results with RTM reveal the
necessity of considering the realistic nature of wireless
connectivity while evaluating platooning from, e.g., control
theory, automotive, or traffic engineering perspectives. In
addition, the RTM module allows us to define the commu-
nication requirements of different platooning vehicles dur-
ing emergency braking. Our simulation results demonstrate
that platoon safety during an emergency braking depends
on the information available during braking, inter-vehicle
gaps, speed, deceleration rates, and more. In addition, while
evaluating emergency braking strategies, it is not sufficient
to consider collision avoidance as the only metric to eval-
uate braking strategies; the metrics such as the stopping
distance of the leading vehicle and time to transition a
platoon to a fail-safe state should also be considered. The
emergency braking module of PlatoonSAFE provides the
implementation of different types of event-driven messages,
such as Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages
(DENMs), Acknowledgement (ACK), relay messages, and
more, that can be used to design how a platoon should
behave in case of different types of hazards. In addition,
the ML module enables online training of ML models and
the real-time prediction of communication parameters. The
results demonstrate that communication link quality can be
forecasted with decent accuracy when ML models are trained
online, and predictions are made in real time. The predictions
can be used to design platoon safety applications and provide
application-specific Quality of Services (QoS). PlatoonSAFE
is made available to the community with documentation
to foster the experimentation of different kinds of platoon-
related failures and hazards and their mitigation strategies.
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